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I. INTRODUCTION . 
Prior to 1940 government .. spending .for defense was 
not a major factor in the econoi!lY of the .'United States; 
except in times of war. 
Federal expenditures exceeded 10 
billion dollars.in.l940, an in-
crease of nearly 900 million 
dollars over 1939. Largely re-
sponsible f'or the increase·were 
the expanded out;Lays .for national 
defense of 2,600 ndl.lion dollars, 
compared with 1;300 million 
I . 
dollars in 1939. * 
Ro~~ver, since the end of' ·world .War II in 1945, 
government defense spending has become .progressively more 
important in our economy in ~imes of peace as well as in 
times of war;· with present WQ.rld conditions, especially 
the ncold waru, seeming to indicate a continuation of r . .. . 
this trend. 
* 4, P• 43 
Since the 1959 budget was pre-
pared, we have found that certain 
high priority military activities can 
effectively be·apeeded .up even more. 
The President therefore recently 
6. 
requested $~.5 billion .in addi-
tional funds from the Congress, 
and defense expenditures are now 
expected to be. higher ~han the· $40 
billion.estimated in the budget. * 
O:f course, when comparing. the. 1939-1940 with the 
1959 f'igures, it must he remembered'.that in 1959 .the nation 
is in an in:flationary spiral which. starte.d. :with World War 
II;. but although the dollar :f_igur.es ma:y .be slightly misi 
- ' ' ~. ''. ~ } 
.. • 
leading no one will deny that'the 'rate o:f. exp.enditur~ for 
.. , ~ .· . . ' ' ' . 
defense has .increased substantially~ 
. Wi£h this increaseq ~o.ver.hment apending ~or 
...... '" 
d~fense, many more manuf'actu:rers are producing goo<f~<~~~r, 
. . . . ~- } '. . 
ti;le United States Government ·:and. co~sequently :must . abide 
by ~h;~ .Governinent Account.ing reg-g.la~ions... Since some o:f 
., . 
tl,lese r~g'l:llations dif'f'er some"tVhat from the normal ac_co'l,l.l+t-
. ' . ! .. 
ing,pr<;:>cedurefJ, and since di.ff'ere:p.t Contracting Officers 
; ·.· •. 
responsible f'or administering_ the varj,ous government 
c~mtre.cta m~¥. place different interpretations on tt;?em., it 
seems only fitting that some. attention .be directed: to the· 
implementation of these regulations • 
. . The.: intent of' this·· study· is not to consider 
government_ accounting in gen~ral., bht rather to lirfiit 
·. :_ .. _ ., . 
consideration to the . cost .. ac<?ounting phase. In order-
th~t the presentation ma.y be made. i:p. .a .. logical manner, 
it·is intended to further limi'f? consideration to the cost 
~t: 5, P• 12 
accounting s.ystem utili.zed .in .. a particular ,indust~y and by a 
particular manufacturer in.this industry:, ... while producing 
under a certain contract. The .cho.sen industry ~s. the Missile 
Industry and the chosen manufacturer. is. the. Raytheon Manu-
facturing Company in its production of' Sp.ar.row: III Missiles. 
The choice of' the l'Iissile Industr.y.seems.quite 
appropriate. A missile.is a.complex.piec.e..ot electronic 
equipment and1 because of' thE:J numerous changes.contiilually_ 
required in this product, wotil.d.presenta. challenge to any 
I . 
cost acco~nt;ing .. system .•.... AlsQ,. this.: is a new .. induat:~?y·Wfiicb. 
., ' 
is,, sure to increase in impori;;~nce' ~ince- it is gener~ally 
predicted tha~ :future emphasis-by-the United States Govern-
' • • I • 
meri.t will be "on lllissiles for, c'ie·.f.ense.. Conaequentlj, more 
dol!.ars or the defense budget, wfll .b.e requir.ed for 'missiles 
and an e:Xpansion of the inCLU$.:brY~ s~ems imminent. 
~otal spending +or defens~ may not. 
rise much, but the Defense Depart•· 
·. ment is sure to-boost its missile 
r· . 
$pending from $? • .5 ~il;Lion this 
.year (1957) to at least $4 billion 
next year {1958). And there's no 
ceiling in sight for ~pending on 
. missiles. * 
The choice of the RaytheonManui'acturing Company is 
also quite appropriate. This Company has been pro.duv~ng under 
~t- 2, pp. 109-110 
B. 
u. s. Government contracts .since 1.940. Its sales. to the U. s • 
. · Goyernment have progr~ssively incre·a.sed .. and .are. expected to 
continue to do so. 
Last year (195'7) Raytheon's shipmen~s 
rose to a record. $260million~ 3% 
higher.than in 19567 with military 
acc6unting.f'or,8o%of the volum~. 
rh:ts year's (1958) sales.are expected,. 
to be $325 millio:n; next year's (1959) 
·about $400 million •.. 
. ( 
A $260 million military backlog at the 
end of 1957 has'increased to $325 million. 
Employment rose,from 22,000 to 28,000 
during 1957, now (Augus.t 1958) stands at 
about 30,000. l>la:ht facilities have been 
steadily 'expanded. ~~ 
A good portion o:f .~hese sales result :from missile 
contracts.. This is evidenced by the i'act that the. Company 
has a Mis aile System Division consisting .o.f .. f'our plants and 
' 
is. primary contractor for both the. Sparr.m.Y .III '(u. s •. Navy 
· contract) .and the Hawk (U .• S.~ Ar!my contract) missiles. 
Only .the cost accox,m.tillg .. system used in conjunc-
tion with. tlie. u. s .... Nav.y mi·ssile contract {Sparrow' III) 
wi~l be cpnsidered... The reasons. for. thi.s are two-fold. 
First, different _Contracting ''Offie.ers, who are responsible 
9. 
for ad.ininistering the. various- government. contracts, may 
place different .. interpretations. on the .. same Government 
regulations and it :would be an impossible :task to resolve 
these subjective interpretat.ions~ .. expecially when two 
i dif':f'erent military branches .. are . concerne_d •. Secondly, the 
Sparrow III Program.iscurrently undergoing.a. transition 
which is peculiar to Government . .Gontrac.ts, . namely, the 
conversion from a .Cost-Plus-a-Fixed~Fe.e" type. of Contract 
to a Fixed Price.type of contract. 
Throughout the . text re:f.erence .. will. be made to 
the Sparrow III Missile Program instead .. of the Raytheon 
Manufacturing Company... This is done .. in, orde~ to avoid 
misunderstanding and .confusi.on with .. the many other 
Raytheon.facilities :which have nothing to do with the 
Sparrow III Missile. 
10. 
II. THE COST ACCOUNTING PROGRAM 
Normally a coat accounting program is baaed upon 
a sales budger which consists. of. an estimate. of total sales 
broken down by product. .This .s.ale·~ estimat.e. is usually .for 
a definite .period of time .(norma.lly .. •a year) •. B~cauae it is 
merely an estimate, it must be rev:i.ewed :and.revised at 
interval times. in the. light .. of .actual sales. This results 
in a review. ~nd revision .o:f a.ll other .allied functions 
since their. p:;Lanning (manufa~tl,U'in~., .pur.chas.ing, etc.) is 
bas.ed on this- sale.,.· budget. 
.. ,. . . ~ . 
As a result of this necessary method of operation, 
most companies requir.e a·. large investment in a Budgeting 
Section. It ~a the duty o:f t'b.is section to gather and 
disseminate information, coordinate such information, pre-
pa~e fa master. budget and ·det~iled~J:mdgeta. f'or the operating 
' ' 
departments, ~mplem.ent and coordinate.the_periodic.review 
and revision of the various.budgets, and analyze and 
disseminate the results of actual perf'or.msnce vs. budget~q 
pe,rforma.n.ce to responsible indiv~duals in an attempt to 
control such .verfo.rmance. and :maintain. it within budget 
performance if possible. 
However, thia.type of .operation is not necessary 
in the Missile Industry. The·reasonfor this is the 
government contract which is used as the basis for the 
budget program instead of a sales budget• 
'( 
11. 
1. Government Contrac't 
Companies producing equipment :for the United States 
Government do so in accordance with the terms and specifica-
tions o:f a speci:fic government contract. .This government 
contract is the same as a. commercial contract. in that the 
speclf'ications of this . contract de~ine .. the .. siz.e, weight and 
performance requirements o.f the. equipment.; ... while the terms 
define the quantity. to be pr.oduced,. the price. and the date 
of delivery.. However, there is a difference between a 
government contract and a commercial.contrac.t •.. A commercial 
customer is only interested in obtaining. de.livery o:f the 
equipment and perhaps .instruction in its use., whereas a 
government contract requires .not .onl~ the . .'delivery of' the 
equipment but also of' relat.ed items and inf'ormation necessary 
:for the construction, de:scription, repair and .ins.truction in 
the use o:f. such. equipment (:fo.r example., .special tooling used 
l.n the fabric.ating process,. production .. dr.awinga, etc.). Addi-
tiona-lly, very often the . government.· furnishe.s .the buildings 
and equipment. nece.s.sary to man~actur.e .. and . test under a 
particular contract. 
It can be readily a een. that. the ... go:v.ernment con-
tractor is left in a most vulnerable .. posit:i.on .as compared to 
a commercial contractor-•. A commercial manufacturer stands 
·to lose a contract in the case of de:fault or~ailure to meet 
the specified terms of a contract, whereas a government 
12. 
manufacturer stands to lose his entire business, at least 
in that particul.ar product, and it may. be the only product 
which he is producing in a particular location. 
A .further hazard to the government manufacturer is 
obsolescence. Should anothermanuf'acturer develop a better 
version of the existing equipment, a. cheaper method of' 
menu:racture or a new. equipment which, doe.s ... a. be.tter job., the 
government ma.nuf'acturer .again stands ·to .. lose his entire 
'business in that equipment, at. lea..st :until he .. himself' can 
develop ... a. s.till better equipment; whereas. a .commercial 
manufacturer would on] .. y lose a compet.itive advantage until 
he could develop a better equipment, but .he .. could still 
produce and sell.his present equiplllent. 
This .fact o.f obsolescence' is :no.t merely. an academic 
thing in the missile industry,. as evi.denced ... by the fact that 
in the year 1.956 Sperry Farraquet, a div.ision. of' the Sperry 
Rand Corporation,. was .forced to discontinue the pr.oduct.ion of 
Sparrow I Missiles at .its Bristol, T~nnessee plant due to the 
Sparrow I Miss.ile be.ing declared .obs.olet.e •.. Since the plant 
,f.S well as most of the equipment was .. owned by the government, 
Sperry Farr.aquet had to layoff or transfer. a.ll .. of its employees 
and move completely out o.f Bristol3- Tennes.s.ee .•... This plant and 
equipment was subsequently turned. over to the. Raytheon Manu-
facturing Company for use in their :production o'.f the Sparrow 
III Missile. 
A government producti.on contract usually runs for 
the period of one year. However in the Sparrow III Missile 
production program which has been in. existence for approx-
imately nine years, a "Letter of Intent".to.contract for an 
additional year of lllissile.production.has.been received 
almost concurrent .. with the normal. government .. contract for a 
year t s production. This .. 11L.etter of Intent.n is necessary due 
to the extraordinarilly long lead .time r.equired for the pro-
curement of certain high precision. and 'compl.ex parts of the 
Sparrow III Missile. Some .part.s require .. as much as nine 
months notification. to vendors before .de~iv.e.ry c.an be 
received. 
Since the selling rate of su~stantially the same 
type of product is definitely known. tw.o years in advance, 
the planning and budgeting of a1~ operations for this period 
is made much easier. Such budgeting.consis.ts merely of 
utilizing historic.a~ figure.s modified by expected efficien-
cies in purchasing and.production and.expected changes in 
parts or assemblies, which changes are expeet.ed to result in 
either increased .or decreased cost.. These budgets can then 
be monitored and controlled.through the ordinary analysis 
of variances. The anguish experienced. by the commercial manu-
facturers in estimating sales budge.ts .is. not present, and the 
need for changes to all the various budgets due to. changes in 
the sales budget is virtually eliminated. 
2.. Block Release. System 
Once the gov.ernment. contract or 11Le.tter. of. Intenttl 
has been received, then the Produc.t Engine.ers e:valuate the 
design of the parts or assemblies in an attempt. to decrease 
cost or increase ease of manufacture.without loss of per-
formance and to solidify new designs that worked in a 
Research and Development Laboratory, which makes custom-
built models, .but will not work when s.ucb. .designs are 
mass-produced. (tolerances: too .tight, etc .• ,) •. However, com-
plete evaluation of all. the pa:rrts. arid: assemblies prior to 
the release of information and. drawings .. to .production is 
an impossible task since. the Sparrow.III.Mis:sile .is composed 
of over ten thousand diff.erent parts. and assemblies. 
In an attempt to attack tne .most .. critical areas 
first and then the next most cri.tical .. ar.eas, etc., a block 
release system is utilized. 
Under the block release system, the number of 
missiles to be produced over the ·.life o:f a contract are 
classified into blocks, i.e., so man:y.missiles to each 
block. These. blocks. are then .assigne.d .. letters. For example, 
one contract might be assigned.blockuAu through block ttG" 
while the :following ccntrac.t may be assigned block uRn 
through block uon; in each case the. total .number. o:f missiles 
in the aeries of blocks will equal .the- .total numbe·r of 
missiles required to be produced under the.particular contract. 
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Once these blocks have been establishe.d, Product Engineering 
releases information and drawings to.producti.on, but limits 
their use to a specific block or blocks o~ missiles. In 
this way, inefficiency, high cos.t and. marginal .. designs are 
kept to a minimum number of missi.le.s. while .. the improvement 
of these areas is being i.nves.tigated .. b:y .Product .. Engineering. 
As the lead. time for fut:ur.e ... blocks. el.ap.ses, Product 
Engineering makes additional improvements. and.tP,en releases 
each block as it is required;. each .bloc.k of .. mi.a.si1es being 
an improvement over a pre.vious block. 
These releases are made to the.Departments which 
are responsible for the production, . inspec.tion and test of 
the Sparrow III Missile, and to the Accounting Department 
which ~a responsible for the costing ofthe Sparrow III 
Missile. 
The Industrial Engineering Department, which is 
responsible for Methods Engineerir;i.g, :us.es. this._ information 
to modify or design necessary tooling .. and .fixtures or to 
change or add any new .manufacturing· proce.sses or techniques 
required. The Production.Gontrol.Department uses this 
informat-ion to schedule the. manu.i'acture or purchase of new 
or modified parts or assemblies and the testing there0f. 
The Quality Assurance Department, which.is responsible for 
production testing and inspection, us.ea this. information to 
add any new or modify any old test and inspection.procedurea. 
---- --.-·-- ----------·-----·-r --- --- ·-- ---------- ·-·- ------- ··- .. 
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The Accounting Department uses this inf'ormati.on primarily to 
establish or adjust. plans and procedures .. .for accumulating 
cost data and secondarily.as a means.of'.checking. the validity 
o:f cost information received f'.rom. the ope.rat.ing departments., 
since' the part and assembly nUm.bers in this rele.ase correspond 
'. '.. . . ; ·' 
to those which shouldbe indicatedon.source. documents re-
ceivedf'rom the operating departments. 
3. Advance Release .of. Long-Lead Items 
As was mentioned previously, s.ome parts and assem-
bli~s'.'in th~. Sparrow III. Mis~ii~:·~equire as much as· nin~ '. 
mbnths lead time between the time of. placing the order with 
the vendor and .the actual receipt. of' that .. it.em. It has also 
been mentioned previously th~t Product Engineering desires 
to delay the release of information and drawings to Produc-
tion Departments as long as possible. in .. order to have a· 
maxiililim amo1mt o:f time to iin~~ove the various parts and 
assemblies; 'conseque.ntly .it does riot desire to release 
information and drawings nine months .pri.or.to. delivery f'or· 
parts. and as~:femblies .tha.t . .do' not require this. 1!IUCh lead time. 
h . ' ..... 
This conflict is r~sciived.throug.h the advanced 
release .. of ·long-lead .items .... '.. This .. procedure .allows that 
iteifis'·:!-eqU.irfug an extraordinarii:y .. 'long .. le.ad .. time. be released 
ih.i'~6c()rda~ce with the lead time required, .. and the remaining 
' . . •• • ~:,) ·~· ....... ·~ ·:;; :- ~;:, {:.. . .'. • • !f.; ··~. 
parts and assemblies in the applicHible. hlocks be . .released at 
a ::iatei- date. In other words, a. partial release. oi' information 
artd:',·:ara1J:i'rigs· is made f'ar in advance of the a.ctual releas~ oi • 
i:riforniatibn '.for that particui·tf:iVbrock, in. order. that iorig.,iead 
time· commitments may be satis.fied. 
4.. Master ~arts-Engineering Release List 
The block release of informat.ion. and drawings is 
made by Product Engineering to the Production Departments 
via Master Parts-Engineering .Releas.e. Lists •. Such lists are 
subsequently revised only in accordance w:ith changes initiated 
by Product Engineering. 
The information contained on these lists is taken 
from I. B. M. cards. These.cards.were originally punched 
with the information contained on.drawings and: specifica-
tions, and then were later adjusted to incorporate changes 
made to these documents by Product Engineering. 
A sheet of a Master Parts<List is shown in 
Exhibit ~. A Master Parts List i::r comp.osed of many sheets 
identical to this one, except that the information thereon 
differs. . From an analysis of this sheet, it can be seen 
that the following headings.are .contained: drawing or 
specification number., description, .specification or drawing 
code, block number, next assembly specification or drawing 
code, used, part and production control. 
The drawing or specifica.tion number represents the 
Raytheon identification number assigned to the ma.terial, part 
or assembly, which number appears. on the formal Raytheon 
drawing or specification for that item. 
The de.scription consists of the name of the mater-
ia~, part or assemb~y. 
~8. 
EXHIBIT 1 
~ H A 0296 MR 0105 
6' 
~ !i c 2057 1183 
·. 
? ' H A 0296 MR 0105 
? c 5517 1201 
~ H A 0296 MR 0105 
·~ o ~ 5517 '1064 
A 
A 
~!:-&-& ACCUMULATO!i. 
9866 
DELETED 
D 1 9456 TUBE 
A DELETED 
L : o352 ADAPATER 
-~TVPED 
? 301 1 07 FG'"-~' C 301 ·1 16 00 06 
1.), 30" 06 01 G 30 '1 11 ~ 00 OS 
fl 301 1'l 7 101 01 G 301 1 ·17 oo 06 
.'\ 30 1 06 01 G 301 113 00 OS 
p 301 07 G 30'1 118 oo 06 
l\ 3o·1 119 loo oo o1 G :301 n:3 oo os 
H A 0296 MR . 0105 A PASSIVATION OF ~ 301 119 10 1 07 RF* G 301 119 00 06 
S 0316 MR 0002 001 t A BRAZiNG FILLE~ R 301 120 IOO 06 AR G 301 113 00 05 
, 8 •0399 MR 0003 001 · 0 •9567 GAS GENERATO R R' 301 121 IOO Ol: 01 G 301 001 00 03 
S ' 0203 MR • 0031 002 i 01 
S - 0223 MR 0078 001 l 01 
N' 5054 . 16 ' 10 02 
A N i ..(}57-.:f· il 4 01 i 
~~ r ! OS35 
... 
' 
Sl 0236 MR ~ OOO' 017 1 A 
S! 0207 . MRi 0020 3101 A 
Sf_ 02o7 : MR! 0026 026 A 
I ~ r , 
NUT HEXT ~ 30·1 122 loo 04 o·1 G 301 oo1 oo oz 
EPOXY BASE ~ 301 123 IOO 04 AR G 301 001 00 03 
SCREW P 301 124 IOO 04 01 G 301 001 . 00 03 
· NUT PLAIN HEX ~ : 301 125 loo 04 : 01 r G• 3o1 : oo1 ! oo · 03 
WASHER LOCK P. ~ 301 'l26 loo 04 '' 01 · G, 301 · oo1 ' oo o3 
SCI'LEW MACHt NE Pl 3o1 121 1oo 04 01 ' G! 3o1 oo1 : oo ·o3 
SCREW fiL HO P, : 301 128 100 04 00 03 , 
~-(: ::·· 156 f/Jft~#~ 6 
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l 2 
E 4 2 
0 2 
B 4 2 
0 2 
E 4 2 
B 2 
B 5 2 
F I? 2 
'+ 2 
2 
4 2 
2 
G 2 : 
-- ~ - ~- ~ -- --- ----- - - -- - - - -- - - - -- -~ -- -- ----- - - -
The speci.fication or drawing code is made up of a 
kit number which is assigned a major assembly and all the 
materials, parts and sub assemblies. contained therein; an 
item n1.llllber which is rea].ly no.thing. more . than .a series of 
consecutive line item numbers; a depth code. :which provides 
the level o:f assembly (for example.,. the comple.t.e Sparrow III 
Mis.sile would be depth 1 . ,. all. the major. assemb.lies of the 
Sparrow III Missile would be. depth 2, al~. the. ma.jor assemblies 
ot: these assemblies .would .be .depth 3, and so on); .and a 
quantity per next ass.el!li>.ly wb.ic~·.gives the.amount of materials, 
parts or assemblies required .. in. a particular .. application. 
The block number consists of the. letter assigned 
the block of missiles .for which the .Master. Parts-Engineering 
Release List is issu.ed. 
The next assembly speci.fication or.drawing code is 
made up of the kit number, i.tem number and .depth o.f the next 
·higher assembly into which the p.articular material, part or 
assembly is assexnbl.ed. 
The used column ref'lects aparticular application 
and consists of a break-in which re.presents .. the first block 
in which the material, part or a.ssembly is used, and a 
break-out which represents the block in .. :which· it is not 
used.. All the blocks between. these .two will. use the. parti-
cular item, and when the break-out is· left. blank, this means 
that the item is to be used indefinitely. 
·, 
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The part column reflects the. earliest break-in and 
the latest break-out for an: individual. item,. as it is used 
anywhere in the Master Parts-Enginee.:ring Release List. This 
column has not yet been completely dev.eloped. 
The Production Control .column is .prov.ided for the 
use of the Production Control Department •.. Ita use is still. 
being developed, but it is already being. used to reflect 
whether an item is 11maket1 or "huyn or· whether it is a 
nmax-minn item. 
5 e Engineering .Change Order System 
As mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the Master 
Parts List is changed in accordance with the subsequent 
Engineering changes to drawings and specifications. These 
changes are made through the means. o:f an off.icial document 
called an Engineering Change Order.·· 
Before considering the Engineering Change Order 
System, it might be well. to define the terms ttdrawingsn 
and n apecifications 11 as used herein. 
Normally a manufacturer.will have two types of 
drawings: enginee.ring and manuf'a.cturing .•.. The engineering 
drawings will usually consist of the basic information 
necessary to produce a certain product; ,for example~ it 
l'till contain the configuration, tol1erances and material of 
the part or assembly. The manufacturing drawings will 
usually contain the same type of information, and they will 
be.based on the engineering drawings, but they will be 
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separate drawings which represent the parts and assemblies 
as they are formed during the actual process of manufacture. 
Where an engineering drawing would repr.esent a part or 
assembly as it would look when it was completed, the manu-
facturing drawings f.or that. part would. be many more and 
would represent v.arious stages of manufacture. and assembly 
of that particular part •. You could .. actuall.y .. f.ind a part on 
the manufacturing floor which .corresponded .. to a particular 
manufacturing drawing, while only a completed pa!'t would 
correspond to an engineering. drawing •.. The .benefit of having 
these two separate types of drawings· is that .one group of 
personnel specializes iri the overall improvement of the 
product design for increased perf'ormance,. w.hile.another group 
specializes in the improvement .. of manufacturing techniques 
f'or increased ef~iciency and reduced cost. 
Specifications are normally documents which are 
used to. def'ine. the manufacturing .process.e.s (:for example, 
chrome process, etc •. ) :for certain items and .. to purchase 
standard items (for example~ nuts.,.bolts,. etc.) which are 
commercially available and are required in the product, or 
special items to be purchased commer.c.ially •. Specifications 
in the Sparrow III program are also .ll.se.d .. in this manner. 
However., in the Sparrow III program, there is only 
one type of drawing. One set of drawings is used as both 
engineering and manufacturing drawings. This situation is 
the result of the gradual evolution ~romresearch and 
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development, to pilot production, to mass production. Since 
this change was a slow one, it was much easier to modi~y 
engineering drawings so that they included the information 
required by production and usually appearing on normal manu-
facturing-type drawings~ The quantity of Sparl;'oW III Missiles 
being produced per year under the res.earch and development and 
most of the pilot production program werenot.suf'ficient to 
. . . 
justi.f'y a separate .set .. of drawings,.,. In .addition, there was 
not adequate time available to de:velop.a.separate set of 
dra1-dngs. These programs. we1~e exte:q.ded .over a period of 
approximately sixyears, and.during.thi.s tiip.e Gngineering 
was .. ~ontinuously. making. a. great .number of. .changes to drawings 
in an attempt to both. perfect. the missile. design. and provide 
ease of man~acture.. .Incorporation. of' these changes in 
existing drawings was much.more expedient.than developing 
new manufacturing drawings. Once this. situation existed 
(i.e., one set o.f drawings),. it was Iiot . .f'eaaib.le to change 
it, even though there w.as now sufficient time available. 
The job was being satisfactorily accomplished. and it did not 
seem worth the expense to construct separate. manufacturing 
drawings. Also, since much of. the. information on drawings 
which serve as manufacturing drawings wa.s of' such a type 
that only a Product Engineer could.change it, and since the 
Product Engineer was already.working closely with production 
in an attempt to provide them with drawings comparable to 
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manufacturing drawings, neither was it :feasible to divide the 
present drawings into engineering ... type 'and manufacturing-type 
drawings with the .responsibility for these drawings assigned 
to two different groups. 
With the existence. of' this one type.o:f drawing, it 
became necessary :for all types of. c.hanges .. (whether to ease 
manufacture, reduce cost, or imp.rove the. product) to be 
processed by the Product Engineers.. Gons.equently, all types 
o:f drawing changes had to follow the same compl.ex. ~and lengthy 
,• 
Engineering Change Order procedure •. The result.o:f this situ-
ation is that the Product Engineering .. time available :for 
product design improv.ement is diminished, .. since .. time is spent 
investigating and processing changes. reque.s.ted by persons 
outside of Product Engineering. 
follows: 
The Engineering Cha.nge.Order System operates as 
1. The need f'or.a change arises - either 
Manufacturing, Methods, the Customer 
(Navy), or the .. Product Engineer will 
determine that a change is required 
for one reason or another. 
2. The Product Engineer inv.estigates -
to determine whether a change is 
actually required or whether the 
condition that exists.is either 
temporary or due to a cause other 
than a design. or process deffi-
ciency; and ii' required, exactly 
what the change shoul~ be. 
3· The Product Engineer marks-up a 
reproducible print - once he 
determines that a change is 
necessary he marks-up a print 
to indicate the actual change 
required and the missile block 
at which it is ei'fective,. 
4.. The change is i'ormally written 
up on an Engineering Change 
Order mimeograph master form -
by the Engineering Drai'ting 
Department, which reduces the 
marked-up prints to words 
describing the actual change. 
5. Copies oi' the Engineering Change 
Order and.ma.rked-up print are 
run-off - this .is done in order 
to provide a copy oi' .each f'or 
every individual who is required 
to review and approve the change. 
6. A copy of a Cost Data Sheet is 
attached to each Engineering 
Change Order and print set to be 
sig!led - upon this sheet, ·each 
individual required to approve 
the change must indicate the 
estimated.additional cost or 
' 
savings to be obtained as a 
result of the change.· 
7. A copy of the Engineering Change 
Order~ marked-~p print, and Cost 
Data Sheet are distributed for 
completion. and. approval. signatures to: 
{a) Product Engineer (who insures 
that the change is as he 
specified) 
{b) Product Engin~er 1 s Super-
visor {who determines that 
the change is necessary) 
(c) Head o~ Product Engineering 
(who approves the change) 
(d) Methods. Erigine~ring (approves 
the effectiveP;,ess of the 
change in the light of the 
t.ime. :~allowed t6 incorporate 
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any new. or modified tools, 
fixtures or process changes 
required} 
(e) Production C0ntro~ (approves 
the effectiveneas,of the 
change. in the.light of whether 
or not production scb,edules 
can be .met if. the new change 
is.incorporated) 
(f) Quality- Assurance (approves 
t.he .eff'ectiye;ness; of. the 
change ;in the light .o,f the 
time allowed to incorporate 
any new or lfl.Od;;i.fied test 
equipment, test .. pFocedures 
or inspection proc~dures 
required:) 
(g) Plant Administration S.ection 
(approves the chan$e in the 
light of the benefit to be 
derived vs. the. cost to be 
incurred) 
(h) Navy (approves changes in the 
light.of the;iractual need 
and theNavy specification 
requirements and limitations) 
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(i) Purchasing (approves the ef'f'ective-
ness o:f changes to purchased parts 
in the light of' whether or not 
delivery of' the changed part can 
be rece.ived. in time to meet 
production schedules. if the new 
change is incorporated) 
8. Once all the approval signatures.have been 
obtained, the names are . typ.ed on the Engineering 
Change Order mimeograph master f'or.m and the 
actual reproducible master drawings of' the 
part are changed in accordance with the Engineer-
ing Change Order. 
9. Copies of "U·w ·changed drawings and the Engineer-
ing Change Order are reproduced.and distributed 
to those requiring them. 
10. Part.s are :rnanui'actur.ed- (or purchased) in 
accordance with the ef'f'ectiveness of' the 
Engineering Change Order. 
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III. THE COST DEPARTMENT 
John J. w .• Neu11er, Pia. D. de,fines cost. account~ng 
as follows: 
Cost .. accounting is a phase of general 
accounting procedure. b.y me.ans of which 
details of the cost. of material,. labor 
and expenses nece.ssary, to produce and 
sell an article are re.c.o.rded, sunnnarized 
a:nd inter'J?reted. * 
Of course the reason f'or the exi.atence. of any. Cost Department 
is to accomplish cost accounting; that is~ to collect data 
referring to the. material, .. l.ab.or. and overhead for each map,u-
:factured unit. HoweJTer, the objectiveof.a particular cost 
department .is mor.e.specifically defined. 
l. Objective 
The objective of: the cost department .. in the Sparrow 
III Missile program .is .to .. ensur.e .. tbe ... .r.e.c"eipt .. of proper cost 
information by educating the. origin,a:t.o.rs. of: .. labor and mater-
ial source documents in the. conrec-G me.t.ho.d. of. preparing such 
documents; to extract .the labor~. material .and overhead cost 
information from .source documents aJ::u:l by P:art or assembly 
number~ wherever applicable,. in prep.a:ra.tion for their 
inclusion in reports~ statements and.books. of account; to 
determine the uni,t cos.t o,f a Sparrow III Missile in. accordance 
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with the ttblock co stu system;. to accumulate costs against the 
individual contracts; and to provide management with cost 
.reports necessary f'or the control of' expenditures within a 
particular contract. 
2. .Duties of' Personnel 
Two cost programs, both in thei.r ini'ancy, exist in 
"'he Sparrow III Prograi!4 They are a ttBl.ock C.os.tn system and 
a Standard Cost sys,tem •... The.se systems will he. explained in 
detail in a later section, but .. it. should .. be.mentioned here 
. that they are somewhat interdependent. 
The personnel involved.in these systems consist of 
the Chief Cost Accountant, the uBlock .. C.o.stt1 Supervisors and 
Clerks, and the Standard Cost Supervi.sors and Clerks. 
The Chief' Cost Accountant's duties include: 
(a) Supervision arid coordination of 
all activities required for the 
collection of' cost data. 
{b) Study of the cost accounting plan 
and the res.ultant reports in order 
to ens.ure that they. are. of maximum 
value to Department Managers in 
assis .. ting .them .to . .manage and con-
trol their operations.-:with increased 
ef'f'iciency •. 
(e) Presentation and anal'Ysis of cost and 
expense ini'ormation .to .Top ffanageme_nt. 
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The duties o:f the uBlock Cost 11 Supervisors and 
Clerks include: 
(a) Verifying and collating the labor 
coat information received daily .. 
(b) Accumulating and allocating such 
information to .. the proper contracts, 
part or assembly number, or expense 
classif'ication. 
(c) Furnishing such information to the 
Standard Cost Clerks. 
(d) Utilizing such information in con-
junction with information supplied 
by the Standard Coat Clerks to 
construct a "Block Cost" .. 
The duties of' the Standard Cost Supervisors and 
Clerks include: 
(a} Verifying and collating material 
and expense material information. 
(b) Accumulating. and allocating such 
information to the proper.contract, 
part or assembly number, or expense 
classification .. 
(c) Highlighting standards that require 
reevaluation. · 
(d) Computing material v~riance, labor 
overhead and material overhead 
percentages for the use of the 
"Block Cost" Clerk. 
(e) Computing cost and efficiency 
reports :for the use of management 
and operating f'orema:n• 
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IV. DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Some of the basic cost accounting terminology has a 
slightly different connotation inGovernme~t.Accounting than 
in ordinary accOtmting. Ther.ef'ore,. a def'initi,en of these 
terms should be made at . this. time. in . orde.r.. t.o provide for a 
cormnon understanding. prior .to any. f'.ur.ther .. use. of'. such terms. 
In addition there are terms which may .be .. either peculiar to 
Government Accounting or to the Sparrow III .. Mi.s.sile program 
which must also be defined. 
The terms to be defined are (l) Direct. Labor, (2) 
Direct Labor Overhead, (3) Direc.t. Material, (4} Direct 
Material Overhead, (5) General and Administrative Expense, 
(6) Development Orders, (7) Expense Coding, (8) Cost-Plus-a-
Fixed-Fee Contract and ( 9) Fixed Price Contract. 
1. Direct Labor 
Direct Labor is generally defined as that portion 
of the factory labor cost which can be directly identified 
with specific jobs or, in some cases, with. .specific depart-
menta or processes. 
Industries which utilize process costs as opposed 
to specific job order costs define Direct.Labor as that 
which is directly identifiable. with .specific departments or 
processes. Far example, the oil indus.try, .whi.ch .continuously 
runs its cr.ude oil through varions ._processes, mu.st place its 
cost emphasis on the period of' time and-on the number of 
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units (or volume} completed and in.p~ocess •. Its unit costa 
are~ in reality~ daily, weekly or monthly averages of costs 
accumulated by either process or dep'artment. Since the 
Sparrow III program does not utilize proces.s costs, it is 
not necessary to consider this type. of: acc.ounting. 
The important things .to nate in the dei'inition of 
Direct Labor are that the work must·be identif.iable with a 
specific job and that an individual job must be worked on 
long enough to make its identification pr.actic~l •. Since moat 
manufacturers feel that .these two. eondi.tions .mua.t be strictly 
met before any labor can.be.considered as being direct, they 
have limited the use of the term Direct .Labor .. to .include only 
that tY,Pe of l.ab<;>r which physically. adds something to the 
end product. 
Although Government Accounting doea not disagree 
with the general definition of' Direct Labor, in its. accounting 
for Government Contracts it expands the operations covered 
by the term Dlrect Labor by defining it as follows~ 
Direct Labor cost consists of' salaries 
and wages properly chargeable directly 
to the performance of the contract.. i£-
This definition is interpreted to include not only 
the type of labor which physically adds something to the end 
product, but also Engineering, 'Methods, Inspection and Test, 
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and other similar type labor required :for the performance of: 
a contract but which either cannot be identified with a 
specii'ic job or is not practical. - In ,the Sparrow III Missile 
program this latter type labor is calle,d Direct Labor-
Variable. 
Since this Direct Labor-Variable would. normally be 
handled as indirect labo.r~.the method.o:f .accumulating and 
allocating it on a Direct Labor basis will .be discussed in 
later paragraphs. 
2... Dire,ct Labor Overhead 
In the Sparrow III Missile, ;p.rogram~. the term Manu-
facturing Expenses is not used as such. . Instead, what is 
normally considered Manufacturing Expenses is broken down 
into Direct Labor Overhead and Direct Material Overhead. 
Direct Labor Overhead.will be the subject o:f this paragraph; 
while Direct Material Overhead will 'be discussed .in a subse-
quent paragraph. 
Direct Labor Overhead is that portion_of' Indirect 
Labor which is required to. support Direct, Labor.. Such coats 
consist of' the wages: and salaries of adminis.tration, super-
. vision and clerical personnel of' Direct Labor. Departments. 
Supervision includes the wages of'.Dir.ect Labor. supervisors, 
such as foremen, group leaders .and Engineering. Section Heads; 
administration includes the salaries of' plant and department 
management and their administrative '.staf'.fs; and clerical 
includes the wages of' secretaries,.ty:pista, :file clerk:_;:!_,Pro-
duction Control Schedulers~ etc. 
These Indirect Labor coats are related to Direct 
Labor and reduced to a percentage ofDirect.Labor dollars. 
The method of' application of this DirectLabor Overhead 
percentage will be discus.sed in.later paragraphs. 
J. Direct Material 
Direct Materials are those entering into the article 
manufactured; that is, they become a part of the article manu-
factured. However, in the Sparrowiii Miasile.p:rogram there 
is an additional type of' Direct. Materia.l ,called.Engineering 
Material. 
The Engineering Material is included as part of 
Direct Material due to the fac.t that. Engineering labor is 
considered Direct Labor. •.. Enginee.ring .Mate.rial is made up 
only of the missile material required .by Engineering to 
improve an existing missile.part or.assembly or to develop 
a new part or assembly. This material may consist of an 
already existing missile part or the raw material necessary 
to f'a~ricate a newly designed part. 
The major difference .between the ordinary type 
Direct Material in the Sparrow III Missile program and that 
of a commercial manufacturer stems .:from .the :ract that much 
of the Direct Material consists of purchased parts; that ia~ 
completed parts which have beenpurchaaed.and.which only 
require to be assembled int?. the Sparrow .III .Missile. A 
large quantity of parts are purchased.since the missile 
. . 
components are of a high precision. nature and many of them 
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require the workmanship of experts in the.field. It would 
be impos.sible .. to accumula..te all the talent required under a 
single roof and to attempt to produce. the parts with less. 
than highly skilled labor .would .be. just .. as. impossible; 
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therefore the decision was made to sub" contra.ct the fabrication 
of many of these parts. . Approximately 7'5% o~. the. Sparrow III 
Missile components are purchased p:a..rts, . with; the. remaining 2.5% 
consisting of parts manufactured. by the Raytheon Manuf.acturing 
Company. Consequently, most of the skilled labor cost enters 
the missile as. a. material cost, since 'the pri.ce p.aid for pur-
chased parts includes the cost of this: labor, with. the result 
that the major portion of the Spa.rrow Ill Missi~e cost con-
sists of material and not labor. 
4. Direct Material Overhead 
A a mentioned previously, the term Manufacturing 
Expense is not used as such. in. the Sparrow III Missile 
program;. but rather,. the. terms Direct. Labor Overhead and 
Direct Material Overhead are used. , 
Generally, Dire.ct Material Overhead is that por-
tion of indirect labor.and material costs which are required 
to gupport Direct Material. 
Indirect labor costs consist of .the wages and 
salaries ot.Direct Material Overhead Depantments, that is, 
Departments concerned w.ith the acquisition an.d handling of 
Direct Materials; such as Purchasing, Material Handling, 
Stores, Shipping and Receiving. The Purchasing. Department 
is required to purchase the Direct Materials. The Shipping 
and Receiving Department is required to receive Direct 
Material which has been purchased and to ship the completed 
product. The Material Handling Department is required to 
move the Direct Material in and out of the.Stores Department 
and from machine to machine .or work area to. work area. The 
Stores Department is required to.maintain.a.record of the 
Direct Material available for the use of Manufacturing and 
to warehouse such material. 
Indirect Material costs, ar.e comprised of such 
things as operating supplies, heat, light, power, office 
supplies, travel, depreciation, taxe_a, et,c •.. Ill other words., 
it includes all costs except Direct.Labor, .. Indirect Labor, 
and General and Administrative Expenses. 
5,.. . G.ene.ral, and. Admini.s:trative EXJ?enses 
General and Adminis.tr.ative Ex.p.ense .is c,ompriaed of 
the labor and material cost.a of the. Division.. and Corporate 
staffs, which staffs ma.y or may not .be working. d~rectly on a 
specific contract, and such things. as. taxes. and. depreciation 
on buildings and. equipment required. by .. the.ae ... staffs. There 
are many di.ff.erent government . and commercial contracts being 
worked on by the various plants of the Raytheon. Manufacturing 
Company. All the various. contr:acts .benefit either directly 
or indirectly from the activities o;f these staffs; so it is 
f'elt that all should share in the cost of maintaining them. 
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This expense is accumulated by Division Headquarters 
and is then allocated to plants within the Division on the 
basis of dollars in Cost of Sales. The expense accumulated 
by Division Headqua.rtersincludes.Cor.porate charges allocated 
to the Divisions. on the same basis. ' 
The computation for determining .. the .. rat.e o:f. General 
and Administrative Expenses to be allocated .to .. e.ach plant by 
Division Headquarters consia·ts o:f dividing .. the. total value o:r 
Division General .and Administrative Expenses by the total 
dollars in Cost of Sales accumula.ted f'rom all .. the plants 
within the Division .. The .resultant.percentage is.the General 
and Admi.nistrative rate per Cost. of S.ales .dollar. 
The General and .. Administrative .. Exp.ens.e allocation 
rate is then multiplied by. the amount of: Cost. of' Sales dollars 
in each plant to arrive at the dollars .of'. General. and Adminis-
trative Expense to be absorbe.d. by t.hat plant. 
From the preceding it can be seen.that it was 
decided to have the various divisions .and plants share the 
General and Admini.strat.ive Expense in .accordance with their 
ability to pay rather than on the basis. of. bene.fit derived. 
6. Development Orders 
Prior to considering the source documents through 
which the costs of Direct Labor, Direct .Labor Overhead, 
Direct Material, Direct Material O.verhe.ad .and .General and 
Administrative Expenses are accumulated,. it .is necessary to 
understand the coding system whic.h is utilized on these 
source documents. 
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The coding consists of' an expense coding system~ to 
be discussed in the next section, and a Development Order 
coding system. 
A series of' special pevelopment.Orders are assigned 
to a particular contract. The Development· Orders are then 
assigned to the various major tasks required to complete the 
particular contract. Tij.ese Development Orders.can then be 
used only by the Department which perf'orms .the assigned task. 
For example~ a separate Dev.el.opment. Order would be assigned 
to each of' the f'ollowing:· Product Engineering,. Inspection, 
Test, Methods Engineering, Production.Control a~d Manufac-
turing .. 
The Development Orders. are then broken down into 
Development Sub Orders which .reflect the minor tasks required 
to attain the major task, the departmental. section .responsible 
to accomplish this task, and the section of the. missile upon 
which the ,task was per.formed; the Sparrow. III }iissile being 
made up of' seven major sections .. 
A Development Order and a Development Sub Order 
consists o.f nine digits; broken dovci.into groups of two • 
.four and three digits .(XX-XXXX-XXX). The f'irst. two digi~s 
identify the division and th.e plant. whi.ch .is. t.o accomplish 
the task. The f'irst two .o:f the. middle .. .f.our digits identi.fy 
the particular contract a.f.fected while the .last two represent 
the digits assigned a particular. task. In the case of' a 
Development Order the last three.digits are always zeros 
(-000). In the case o.f Development Sub Orders the .first two 
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of the last three digits serve to identify the section of the 
missile af.fected, while the last digit identifies the section 
whic~ will actually accomplish the task. 
The .following two e~amples will serve to demon-
strate a Development Order and a Development Sub Order for 
the task of design improvement of the Sparrow III Missile.· 
~~mpl~ 1 -:- D~velopment ,9rde~ 
~-----Design Improvement of.the Sparrow 
III Missile 
~-------A particular. Government Contract 
~---------Lowell Plant 
,__ __________ -M,. s aile Syst~ms Division 
Example 2 - Development. Sub Order ·(tb,e first six digits 
remain e~actly the same as in t.he · example o.f the Development 
Order.) 
75-5215 .1 5 ' .-;
LProduct Engi:heering Section o.f 
the Engineering Department 
--Section o.f Mis.sile 
7. Expense Goding 
The Expense Coding. system> serves to identify (1) 
the type of Direct and Indirect Labor applied and (2) the 
specific type o:f Overhead.Materlals or Services.required by 
. ·:· ·I·.,.·. "" 
this labor. When used in corijun·et~'i>on 1-rl.th the previously 
explained Development O:.:rder sy~tem; the type of Direct Labor 
r ; ',' 0 ~ ,.., > 1 • ' • .. :: :' : < ' ' .. 
can be .further ~dent1.f1ed with the Divis~on, Plant; Contract, 
Department, Missile Section and Department· Section. 
The Expense coding for labor consists of four 
digits broken down i;nto a set of three and one. The first 
two digits of the set of' three serve to .identify the type 
of paid labor (Direct Labor~ Direct Labor-V.ariable, Indirect 
Labor, paid Absence,. Downtime, etc.) while .the third digit 
identifies the classification of labor (Enginee.r, Teclmician, 
. Operator, etc.). The fourth digit serves to.further explain 
the nature of the work performed anQ is designated the cause 
code. 
The following five e.Xap!pl.es. are presented in order 
to further explain the expense co.ding for labor. 
~xample l - Expense code .. used by a supervisor. 
109-l 
I l--------No need for further explanation 
L____Administration or Supervision 
~-----------Indirect Labor 
Example 2 - Expense code used by an Engineer for his Direct 
Labor. 
0 -0 
l ~No need for further explanation 
L__________Engineer or Draftsman 
~----------Direct Labor - Variable 
Example 3 - Expense code used by Lathe Operator for time 
spent machining a missile part. 
0;1. -,.____ ~-'----
7 ·· No need for ~urther explanation 
~---------.'Operator or Assembler - Running time 
~----------Direct Labor 
Example 4- Expense code used for Downtime of.Lathe Operator. 
0 
-l..______ ____ 
~ Waiting for Job Assignment or material 
~--------~operator or Assembler - running time 
~----------~own time 
Example 5 - Expense code for the rework of a part by a Lathe 
Operator. 
0 -~ 
J ~Pi.ec~ di.d not pass inspection 
L__Operatol' or Assembler - Rework 
~--------~Direct Labor 
The expense coding for. overhead materials and 
services consists of a thre.e. digit number which is used 1n 
.. 
conjunction with .. the number .of the. departmental section 
requesting the material or se.rv.ice.. Each. Department is 
assigned a number and the sections within. that Department 
are assigned related.numbers. For example, the Engineering 
Department is assigned. the numbe.r 7530~ .the Administration 
Section of Engineering is as signed .the .number 7531; the 
Product Engineering.Section of Engineering .is assigned the 
number 7532, and so on. 
The first two digits of the overhead expense code 
serve to identify the general nature of the material or 
service while the third digit serves to iden.tif'y: the specific 
type of expenditure within the general description in cases 
where it is deemed desireable to do so. 
The following two examples illustrate the use of 
this expense coding. 
Example 1 - E.x.pens_e code used for the purchase of an office 
chair for Product Engineering. 
-~ . Office furniture and fixture ~quipment 
~------~-Product Engineering Section 
of the Engineering Department 
E;xample 2 - Expense code used for the, co.st. of repairs to a 
piece of rented equipment located in.~roduct Engineering. 
1 
!.__ __ Repairs 
~.C-----Hanted E.quipment. 
~-----Product Engineering Section 
of' the Engineering Department 
8. Cost-Plus-A-Fixed-Fee Contract 
What is a Cost-~lus-a-Fi.x.ed-Fee (CPFF) contract? 
How does it differ from the ordinary type of. contract? 
Certainly these questions must be answered .in order to pro-
vide an understanding of what is meant when reference is 
made to the C.PFF type of contract. 
The United States Department of Def'enae def'ines a 
Cost-Plus-a-Fixed-Fee t.ype of contract as follows: 
A type of contract •••• that •••• provides 
for pa-yment to the contractor of all 
allowable costs as..de:f.ined in the 
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contract and esta:blishe13 an estimate 
of the total cost. • ••• it also 
provides for payment.of·a fixed fee 
based on the estimated·cost of the 
contract. · :* 
Normally the ordinary type of contract provides for 
the delivery of a certain quantity of a certain type of goods 
or services at a definite price. Progress.payrnents, that is, 
negotiated payments to be received at. certain points of pro-
duction with the remainder to be rece.i.v:ed .. upon completion, 
may or may not be stipulated in the contrac~. depending upon 
the type of i.tem to be produced; ho:wever such payments ·are 
not normal. The profit to be.derived.by the manufacturer is 
dependent directly upon the. costs. inc.urred.in producing and 
delivering these goods or services.. The pric.e quoted to the 
buyer by the manu:facturer is.predicte.d on .either past exper-
ience in .produ.cing the. same type of good or service, past 
experience in performing operat.ions .similar. to .those required 
to produce this particular good. or service, o.r an estimate by 
the manufacturer which is not based on .any past experience 
but which is based on.the knowledge.or confidence he has in 
his manufacturing ability. 
From the definition of a.Cost-Plus-a-Fixed-Fee 
type of' contract and the general. understanding of the 
ordinary type of cont.ract, their di.fferenc.e can .be deduced. 
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In a Coat-Plus-a-Fixed-Fee,type of' contract the 
manuf'acturer. must make a prof'it in every case; although the 
percentage of prof'it to actual cost·may di.ff'er depending 
upon how much this actual cost either exceeds or is under 
the contract price (such price excluding, of course, the 
f'ixed f'ee). In no instance will .the f'ixed fee actually 
received exceed.the fixed :fee stated. in the contract. If' 
the actual cost equals or exceeds the .contract price, then 
the stated dollar :fee is r.eceived. '+'his will result in a 
percentage of prof'it to actual cost which is. equal to or 
less than that stated in .the contract... However, in order 
to provide incentive the dollar .fe.e is redetermined if a 
contract ia completed at less than the contracted.price • 
. This dollar fee is based on the contractor's actual costs 
plus a sliding scale percentage of fee which varies inver-
sely with the cost. Consequently, the less the cost incur. 
red by the contractor, the greater percentage profit realized; 
although the actual dollars received mar b.e less than that 
stated in the original contract. In .this .. way. both the Govern-
ment and the contractor benefit when a cont.ract is completed 
at . a cost less than the contract price, with the. Government 
benefiting by both the reduced cost .and the portion of the 
.fixed fee which .it retains. 
In addition, under theGost-Plus-a-Fixed-Fee type 
of' contract actual payment for the. units produced was 
realized throughout the lif'e of' tl::l.e cqntract •... Under this 
type of contract there is no work-in process and there is no 
sale of a complete missile, since purchases of missile mater-
ials and labor costs are charged directly. to the contract and 
become government sales immediately when incurred. As long 
as there is no overrun of the contract pri.ce, the Government 
is immediately billed for cost of pu;rchases plus. the rate of 
fee stipulated in the contract. An overrun occurs when costs 
exceed the contracted cost .. When there is an overrun and.the 
contract price has not been increased to compensate for this 
ovei•run, then the Government is billed. just for the cost and 
no fee. If the contract price has be~n increased, then the 
Government can be billed :for a fee also, sinc.e. an allowed 
increase in contract price results in. an increase in fee. 
In SUITmlation, a profit is always realiz~d on a 
Cost-Plus-a-Fix.ed-Fee.type of' contract . .since a fee is always 
paid over and above the costs incurred.. Payment of cost and 
fee is received as incurred and earned throughout the life of 
the contract, with overruns resulting in re~bursement of 
cost only •. Up.der the ordinary type.of contract a profit may 
or may not be realized depending upon whether or not• the 
actual costs .incurred exce~d the price quoted to the buyer. 
Reimbursement under .ordinary contracts is not.received until 
after the item is produced and.delivered; except. in certain 
cases. In these latter cases progress payments may be part 
of the contract, but even then costs in excess of' the quoted 
price are absorbed ·by the manufacturer. 
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9. Fixed Price Contract 
The present type of Fixed Price Contract used in 
the Spa:rrow III Missile program is one with a provision :for 
redetermination of price. Perhaps the best way to under-
stand this type of' contract is to define it.and explain how 
it differs from a Cost-Plus-a-Fixed-Fee type of contract. 
The. United States Department of Defense defines a 
Fixed Price Contract with a provision for redetermination of 
price as follows: 
A type of contract which generally 
provides for a firm price or prices 
for the supplies or services which 
are being procured. It •••• includes 
a special prov.ision for redetermining 
upward or downward, and retroactively 
or prospectively, the price or prices 
in the contract. It is used to assure 
to the Government the.benefit o:f 
reduced costs of performance and, in 
some instances, to the contractor, 
recovery in whole or in part of 
increased costs, and. to obtain reason-
able pric.es whenever contingency charges 
otherwise would be included in a con-
tract price due to.such factors as 
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prolonged delivery schedules, unstable 
market conditions formaterial and 
labor, or ~certainty as to cost of 
performance! * 
As mentioned in ·the previous section, under a Cost-
Plus-a-Fixed-Fee ttpe of contract the .. manufacturer is guaran-
teed.a profit and sales are made da:ily as. c.osts. are incurred. 
However, from the def'initi,on given.above it can be 
seen that under a Fixed :Price type. of contract this is not 
true. If actual costs exceed the contract. pric.e the manu-
facturer may or may riot recover al.l o'r .. part of the increased 
price, but in no case will he receive a profit on such costa 
(in a CPFF:contract an allowable inc~ease. in contract price 
. results in an increase in fee). Therefore, the manufacturer 
not only stands to realize a lesser.percent profit than 
contracted for; but also stands. to suffer a .loss. should coats 
exceed the contract price and. these cos.ts. be disallowed or 
not recovered in sufficient amount. 
Also, under a Fixed Price type of contract sales 
are made only upon completion o.f an article (in this case a 
Sparrow III Missile).. Advance .payments. may be secured in 
anticipation of sales but thes.e are in a l.es.ser amount than 
-would be realized through daily.sa.les. The result of this 
is, of course, that the manufacturer. is required to invest 
more of his own.capital than he would under.a Cost-Plus-a-
Fixed-Fee type of contract. 
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V.. SOURCE DOCUMENTS 
Now that the definition of the Cost Accounting 
terminology has been presented, __ conslderation can be 
given to the Source Documents used in the Sparrow III 
Missile program to accumulate cost data. 
The Source Documents will be separa.tely considered_ 
in the categories of (l) Labor, (2) Material. and (3) Overhead _ 
and General and Administrative Expense. 
1. Labor 
Prior to a consideration of the Source Documents 
for Direct Labor, mention should be .made. of the three types 
of payroll which exist in the Sparrow III Miss.ile program. 
The three types of payroll .. are_ (1} .. hourly, (2) 
office and (3) monthly. 
Hourly payroll consists of a 11 persons who:-are 
paid a certain .rate per hour and who are members of a labor 
union. 
Office payroll consists of all persons who are 
paid a certain rate per nour and who are not members of a 
labor union. 
Monthly payroll consists of all persons who are 
paid a salary per month •. These per;:tons.a.re never members of 
a labor union. 
The document used to accuimila te labor costs of 
employees on the hourlypayroll is the Job Card and ofthose 
on the office and monthly payrolls is the Engineers and 
Dra.f'tsman's Weekly Time Report. 
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The Job Oard-is the medium through.which the time 
of employees on the hourly payroll is charged as Direct 
Labor to Development Order and part or assembly numbers, or 
as Indirect Labor to overhead expense accounts. 
Each employee on the hourly payroll is required to 
fill out one or· more Job .Cards daily to account for his or 
her time and to submit them to the Accounting Department. 
Separate Job Cards must be filled ou,t f.or Direct Labor applied 
to each different Development Order number or missile part or 
assembly number, and for each different classification of 
Indirect Labor performed during theday. The approval of 
these Job Cards is accomplished through theapplication of a 
signature and is the responsibili t.y of' the. employee 1 s immed-
iate supervisor. Approval consti.tutes certification of the 
amount of time worked,. the number of pi.eces. produced, and 
the correctnes.s of' the Development Order and .part or assembly 
number or Indirect Labor account to which the. time is charged. 
The spaces on the Job Card. (see Ext4bit 2) to be 
filled out by the workE>I': are as follows:: 
Space Caption 
Date 
Department 
Employee t s Name 
Work Center 
Information Inserted 
Calendar date of day worked 
Number of Department in which 
employed 
Name of' employee doing the work 
Number of Work Center in which 
work was performed 
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Space Caption 
Clock Number 
Expense class 
Development Order Number 
Shop Order Number 
Information Inserted 
Employee's clock number 
The expense code determined 
as previously discussed 
Development Sub Order assigned 
to the ~job performed 
The Schedule numbe~ assigned 
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by Production Control Department 
a'Il.d appearing on the Process Sheet -
Charge Department Number of department worked for 
i~ o~qer than Employee's own 
t.' . .• .~ •< 
Number. of pieces completed . Actual .number of pieces completed 
Drawing or Part Number 
Operation number 
Time En:bries 
Number qr·description appearing 
on the process sheet 
.· Numper·~app~ar±ng'..ton the Process 
Sheet 
Time operation is started and 
s.t()pped 
The Engineer 1 s .. and. Draftsman• s Wee.kly Time Report 
is the medium through which i;he time of employees on the 
o:f;t'ice !'lnd monthly payrolls fs. charged as Direct Labor to 
Development Order numbers or;as Indirect Labor to overhead 
expense accounts. 
Engineer's and Dra.ftsma.Ii 1s Reports are issued at the 
beginhingof·each week. Eachemplo'yee on·the office and 
mbnthly payroll is required tiS make a daily entry on the 
report to account for his or her time. T.he.completed document 
is submitted to the Accounting Department at the end of the 
' 
week.·' se;parate lines must be used. to refl.ect each of the 
'"d 
p.l 
~ 
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Development Sub Order numbers or Indirect Labor overhead 
expense accounts to which labor was .applied. The approval 
of the Engineer's and Draftsman' a Report is accomplished 
through the means of a signature and is the responsibility 
of' the immediate supervisor. Approval constitutes certi-
fication of' the amount of time worked and.the.correctneaa 
of the Development Sub Order number.or Indirect Labor 
account to which the time is charged. 
There is one peculiarity with respect to monthly 
payroll which should be mentioned. As has been previously 
stated, monthly. payroll. consists o.f salaried. employees. 
These salaried employees receive. the same .s.tipend per month 
regardless of' the number of' hours actually worked and are 
paid on the basis of a :forty hour week •. In the case of 
absence there is no problen1 sihce wages paid for this 
absence are charged to overhead. However, .the problem is 
different if a Direct Labor salaried employee works more 
than forty hours. ·In this case he must ref'lectthe actual 
hours worked, even though he • received no. additional remuner-
ation, in order that a proper apportionment of' hi~:~ wages may 
be made to Development Sub Order numbers on which he worked. 
For example, assume that a salaried employee receives a 
monthly wage of $540.00 per month andcthat in the course-of' 
a given month he works 180 hours instead of the 160 hours 
for which he was paid. Also, assume tha.t he charged his 
time to five di:ff'erent Development Order numbers in the 
course of' that month; charging one hundred hours to the first, 
twenty hours to the second, thirty hours to the third, twenty 
hours to the fourth and ten hoursto the fifth. His pay for 
the month would be apportioned as follows . (see Exhibit 3 for 
actual computations): 
$300.00 for the 
60.00 for the 
90.00 for the 
60.00 for the 
.2_0.00 for the i54o.oo· 
first Development Order 
second Development Order 
third Development Order 
fourth Development Order 
~ifthDevelopment Order 
The spaces on the Engineer's and Draftsman's Report 
(see Exhibit. 4> to be filled out by the worked are as follows: 
Space Caption Infor~tion Inserted 
Expense class The four digit expense code 
previously discussed 
Development Order All theactual Development Sub 
; Orders ~gainst which labor was 
applied 
Monday through Sunday Under each day worked, enter 
actual time wor.ked on a Develop-
ment Sub Order .. or Indirect Labor 
Absence and Holiday Enter absence expense class and 
time absent under actual day 
missed. 
2. Material 
In the Sparrow III Missile program it is required 
that material costs be accumulated in four categories. These 
categories are (1} Direct Material charged to a specific 
contract, (2) Direct Material charged to a. certain block of 
missil·es within a contract, (3) Direct Material charged as 
scrap to a certain block of missiles within a contract and (4) 
Material charged as expense. 
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. EXHIBIT 3~···· .... 
Computation for Allocation of Monthly Wages 
Actual hours worked: 
100 hours worked on first Development Order 
20 hours worked on second Development Order 
30 hours worked on third Development Order 
20 hours worked on fourth Development Order 
10 hours worked on i'if.th. ,Development Order 
l80.b.ours 
Hours paid - 160 hours 
Wage received - $540.00 
Allocation .formula: 
• Hours worked on a particular Development Order ~ 
Total hours actually worked=.Percentage of hours 
applied to a partie.ular Development Order. 
Percentage of hours applied to·. a. particular 
Development Order X Wage received = Dollars allo-
cated to a particular. Development Order. 
Computation: 
100 hours $~4 = 180 hours . X :;; 0 · 
20 hours · ·X $540 = 180 hours 
·~0 hours x $540 _ 1~0 hours" 
$300 allocated to the first 
Development Order 
$ 60 allocated to the second 
Development .. Order 
$ 90. allocated t.o .the third 
Development Order 
20 hours 
180 hour.s :X: $540 = $ 60 allocated to the fourth Developm~nt Order 
10 hours 
· 180 hours = $ 30 allocated to the fii'th . Development Order 
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EXHIBIT 4 
@ RAYTHEON MA~~UFACTURING co. ® 
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:J 
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~ Expense 0 Foreman's 
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The document which is used to charge Direct Mater-
ial to a speci~ic contract and other Material as expense is 
the invoice.. This invoice results. ~rom a service or utility 
provided or a Purchase Order issued by the Purchasing Depart-
ment.. Of' course invoices or bills are received for such 
expense as electricity andtaxes· without the need f'or a formal 
Purchase Order. However, all other invoices do result from 
Purchase Orders. The Purchasing Department issues a formal 
Purchase Order only upon receipt of' a properly approved 
Engineering Material Requisition (see Exhibit 5). 
All Engineering Material Requisitions must contain 
the name o~ the suggested supplier. and the.description of the 
item to be purchased. _An Engineering Material Requisition 
~or Direct Material must contain, in addition, the_ .Sparrow III 
Missile part or assembly or specif.ication .number o~ the item 
to be purchased and the Development,Sub Order against which 
the purchase price is. to be charged. This. requisition is 
assigned a Purchase Order Number, the im.o.rmation is trans-
ferred to a formal Purchase Order which is then issued to the 
supplier. 
Once the supplier has shipped.the item requested, 
he submits his invoice f'or payment; which. invoice contains 
the part, assembly or specif'ication number and the Purchase 
Order Number~ Since the Purchase Order numbering system f'or 
Direct Material is set up so that it contains the .Development 
Order, the contract and task against whi.ch the material cost 
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EQUIPMENT OPERATIONS EXHIBIT _5 N~ 653329 NGINEERING MATERIAL REQUISITION 59. (1',0. MD,) 
(D,O, 01\ ACCOUNT MO,) 
UNCLASSIFIED 
REF ASSY: (OTHU) 
RRED MFR SUPPLIER (JY PURCHASIN< DErT) 
WANTED 
STORES, DWG, 
OR SKETCH NO. 
ADDRESS 
DESCRIPTION 
(UsE THis FORN FOR MATEAIAL r.o• ONE VENDOR ONL Yl 
0 MECHANICAL INSPECTION NOT WANTED. 
'TEMS: 0 ELECTRICAL INSPECTION WANTED. INSPECT PER-------------------------------------
TOTAL 
D 
D 
QUOTED 
PRICE 
APPROX 
0 ENGINEERING STORES; 0 ORIGINATOR; OR ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
CHAX£1 (ADDRESS) 
>N FO~ ORDERING MATERIAL (INCLUDE END USE) EXPENDITURE APPROVALS DATE 
COIVEH ABOVE MUST JUSTIFY EXPEHDITURE TO COOVUHWEHT AUDITOR 
NATED BY RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER 
DATE DEPT DATE 
ZA2.4A.•I012Pl•4 WHITE, P2·.4 BLUE 
ORDER INSTR 
BHIP VIA 
ON ----------0(o~AT~E'l ______ _ 
F.O.B. DESTINATION 
POINT OF SHIP 
TRANSPORTATION CHARGE 
f'REISHT ALLOWED 0 
J"REPAY AHD CHARCO£ D 
COLLECT 0 1'REPAID 0 
CASH TERMS 
UNIT PRICE 
TOTAL PRICE 
BlJYER 
DATE 
VENDOR 
MAJOR CL 
SUB CL 
~ -- ~ -- - -- - - - - - - - ------ - - -- I -- - - ~-- - -- - ---- - -
is to be allocated can be determined from the invoice. For 
example, the Purchase Order number 75-5215-LR-198 is broken 
down as follows: 
~-----vonsecutive numbering system set up 
to indicate how many Purchase Orders 
were issued against a particular 
Development Order 
~----~~,owell Plant, Raytheon 
.L-----------Since the last three digits of a 
Development Order are always zero, 
this reflects De.velopment Order 
75-5215-000 .which is .de.s:ign improve-
ment of the Sparrow III Missile 
under a definite contract 
The Engineering. Material.Re.quisi.t.ion .for expense 
ms.te.I~ial also contains the suggested· supplier and a descrip-
tion of the item or service to be purchased. However, the 
other information contained .there.in. consists. only of the 
supplier's catalog number or. s.ome other. means .. o.f identifi-
cation established b:y the supplier, and an. expense code 
number (explained in a previous paragraph.). A.fter being 
assigned a. :Purchase Order Number, this inf.ormation is trans-
ferred to a· formal Purchase· Order which .. ia .then .issued to a 
supplier. 
The Purchase Order numbering system for expense 
material is set up so as to reflect only the .first two digits 
of the Department number portion of the expense. code and the 
number four to denote an expense charge. The formal Purchase 
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Order must be referred to in order to determine the actual 
expense account to be charged. For ~example,. Purchase Order 
number 75-LR4-22 is broken down as follows: 
. 22' 
Laonsecutive numbering system 
'-------Expense 
~-------Lowell Plant, Raytheon 
.__ _____ -fl'irst two digits of Department number 
The aource Document which 'charges Direct Material 
to a certain block of missiles.within a.contract is the 
Material Inspection Report. · This Ma,terial Inspection Report 
is a document which is completed by an Inspector when he 
accepts a finished part or assembly .as being.satisfactory. 
The information entered on this document .. inc.ludes a Develop-
ment Sub Order number assigned. to a' p.arti.c.ular block of 
missiles (explained more fully. under. Bloc.k .Costs). By means 
of such numbers, accepted Direct Material. can .. be. allocated to 
a particular block of missiles. 
When the Inspector rejects· a part or assembly on 
the basis that it is not satis.factory, he completes a 
Material Rejection Report. This material and report is then 
processed through a Material Review.Board which investigates 
the reason for rejection and det.erm1nes .whether the material 
(1) can be used in its present form, (2) can be made useable 
through rework, or (3) must be scrapped. If' it can be used 
in its present form it is put back into the section of the 
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production line from whence it came. If' rework. is required 
the material is .scheduled for special operations (machining, 
plating, etc.) and after completing them is placed in the 
appropriate section of the pr.oduc.tion line. If'· the material 
is to be scrapped, a Scrap OrdeJ;> is.made out and processed. 
The Scrap Orderform contains a Development Sub Order number 
assigned to a particular block of missiles and therefore the 
material cost can be allocated.to. a particular block of' 
missiles. 
3· Overhead and General and Adminis.trative EX]2enses 
Most of' the Source Documents for overhead items have 
been covered in the Labor section (Job Cards, .Engineer's and 
Draf'tsman 1 s Reports for Indirect Labor) and the Material 
section (Invoices, Bills for expense mat.e·rials and services). 
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Only such items as depreciation and General ~nd 
Administrative Expense remain to be considered. . Items such as 
depreciation are automa"j:;ically charged,in accordance with 
schedules previously set -up.. ·General and Administrative 
Expense is made up_of.labo:t>, material.and.o:verhead expense 
which is accumulated in the same manne.r as .those previously 
discussed. Notification is received of .the rate of General 
and Administrative Expense· t.o be applied {P,reviously explained) 
and the Source Documents'· in .s.upport of this. expense are made 
available at Division Headquarters. 
VI. BLOCK COSTS * 
As mentioned previously, the Sparrow III Missile 
program is in the process of being converted f'rom a Cost-
Plus-a-Fixed-Fee (CPFF) type of' Government Contract to a 
Fixed Price (FP) type o:f contract with the first FP con-
tract running for the year 1959. This conversion is normal 
f'or Government Contracts. Usual~y preproduction quantities 
of a particular equipment purchased by.the. Government are 
purchased under a OPFF type of' contract while production 
quantities are purchased under a FP type of contract. 
Anticipating that the missile was approaching a 
fairly stable design and that future contracts would be on 
a Fixed .Price basis as opposed to the .C,ost-Plus-a-Fixed-Fee 
basis, the Government· (United Sta,tes Navy} instituted the 
"Block Cost'n system during the final. Cost-Plus-a-Fixed-Fee 
Contract. 
The "Block Cost" system was instituted in order 
to obtain statistical information f'or the purpose of deter-
mining the unit cost of' each missile, part, assembly and in 
order to apply the learning curve principle .to the production 
of the Sparrow III Missile. 
Stated briefly, the learning curve principle is one 
which holds that as the production of the same item continues 
the unit cost shouldprogressiveiy decrease, due to a facility 
acquired iri its production, until it reaches a point where it 
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is produced at maximum efficiency and its costs can no longer 
be reduced unless there is a major change in the method of 
production. 
1. Cost Control 
In the »Block Cost't system. no coat control measures 
exist since a historical coat is used. TQ.e lack of coat 
control is due primarily to the fact that neither the design 
requireme·nta of the product nor ita production level stabil~ 
ized long enough to allow it. 
I 
Costs can. not be. contr.olled. until it is first 
determined at . what .level. they must be maintain.e.d. _ The design 
of' the Sparrow III Mia.ail.e was .being .. continually changed in 
an attempt to produce the best vera~on. oi' . this .. mi.saile, and 
therefore it was not conducive to a static. de.s.ign that could 
provide a cost level against which future production could be 
measured. Cost control becomes even more. di.ff'.ic.ult when it 
is realized that not only did con.f.igurations, functions and 
materials change, but also the level and type of' labor 
(Direct and Indirect) and overhead-was continuously cha.14g:l,.ng. 
This was due first to the gradually increasing monthly rate 
of production specified in the. contr;.act.s s;nd then to the 
increaaed efficiency resulting from improved production 
techniques and increased worker dexterity. 
To attempt to control the ;coats of' such constantly 
changing labor and materials would .result in a prohibitive 
expenditure. Consequently, since all cost.s o:f production 
- - --- - - -- - -- -- - -- - -- - - -- I ---- - - - - - - - - - -- --
would be reimbursed under the Cost-Plus-a-Fixed-Fee type of'. 
contract, and at least the.first Fixed Price Contract would 
be redeter.minable, the Government {United States Navy) allowed 
the Raytheon Manufacturing Company to utilize a historical 
cost system in the Sparrow III Missile program. In general, a 
historical cost system is one in which the coats are deter-
mined during the actual manufacturing .operations and therefore 
are not available until some time after the.completion of the 
job. Normally this type of' cost system is used when a large 
special type of item is produced and it is not possible to 
quote a definite price. 
The Sparrow IIT Missile is, of course, a special 
type of item. Although it may not be considered large, it 
is a unique item which is very complex and requires high 
precision tolerances of' its parts and assemblies. As a 
result, initial production of this Missile. demanded a very 
lengthy period of time per uni:t. These features made it 
impossible to initially utilize anything but a historical 
coat system.· As mentioned above, the expe.ndi ture required 
to control costs in the more advanced stages of preproduc-
tion or this missile was prohibitive due to the constant 
variation in labor, materials andoverhead. Therefore, 
continued use of a historical cost system was mandatory. 
The only thing required under a Cost-Plus-a-Fixed-
Fee type or contract was to accumulatehistorical costs ror 
the entire contract. ·No .unit breakdown was required. At 
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the end of the contract the number o£.miasile units produced 
was divided into the total cost incurred in the production 
of these missiles in order to arrive. at a unit cost. 
This type of historical cost existed in the Sparrow 
III Missile program until the latter part o£ tl;le year 1.9.58 
when the Government (United States Navy) demanded .an entirely 
new historical cost system which is called 11Bloc.k Oostingn. 
This 'system required the computation of historical unit 
costs, by blocks" for every part and assembly .in the Sparrow 
III Missile as well as for the missile itself. As far as 
can be determined this requirement had never before been 
demanded of any Government Contractor. 
2. Expediencies Reguired 
The 1r..Block Costu system was demanded by the Govern-
ment (United States Navy) after over one-half of the missiles 
being produced under a Cost-Plus-a-Fixed-Fee contract had 
already been delivered. This fact coupled with the Govern-
ment's desire to aecure ttBlock Costs" as soon as possible~ 
made it necessary to expedite the institution of this system. 
Consequently, expediences were derived which would result in 
the determination of costs comparable to but actually not 
"Block Costsn. These expediencies consisted of the following: 
1. An arbitrary nAccounting Blocku was 
established. As explained previously, a 
block release sys.tem is one in which 
Engineering releases information to 
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Production in blocks of missiles, i.e., 
. . 
a certain number of missiles in each 
block .. These blocks.o:f missiles are 
tied to one or more month's production. 
At the time the nBlock Cost" system was 
instituted many blocks were being partly 
produc.ed either by vendors or production 
itself because. of the long-lead time 
required for many parts, and it would 
not have been possible t.o actually 
"Block Costn more than one complete 
block of missiles. Since. the Government 
required a greater history than one 
block to establish a trend of costs for 
its application of the learning curve 
principle, they agreed to accept the 
concept of an "Accounting Block". An 
nAccounting Blocku assumes that a block 
of missiles consists of all the lots of 
parts and assemblies upon which initial 
starts are made in a given month or 
which are .received from vendors over a 
certainperiod. This assumption stands 
even though within a given month not all 
the separate parts and a?sem.blies of the 
missile are produced or received. Future 
reference to ''Block Costn will actually 
mean this nAccounting Block",· unless 
otherwise specified. 
2. The Government also agreed to accept 
a cumulative nBlock Cost" for a missile, 
its parts and assemblies. However, they 
required the cO~lpiltation of a. UBlock 
Costn for each morith to substantiate the 
·cumulative cost· and to gain added histor-
ical data on as ifuiny iidividual parts and 
assemblies as pd~sibie'~ · A cumulative 
11Block Co stu for· a missile. is made up of 
nothing more . thar;. 'a weighted average 
c·ost .for each of'. the m~ny parts and 
assemblies that have' been completed at 
' ' '" ., ,.,-
the time the uBlock Costrr is derived. 
This cumulative.'i'Biock·costn was re-
quired in order to compensate fpr 
U:navoidable monthly fluctuations in 
cost, for example; thepayment of two 
months .electric bills .. in one month or 
. '"' 
a wage increase due 't'o a new union 
contract, and. f6r·such things as. the 
., 
production of' eribnomic•lot sizes. An 
economic lot is comp~ise.d of. the number 
oi' units which it has'been analytically 
determined will·; .if'·· p;oduced at the same time, 
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provide the minimum unit coat. Con-
sequently, it would be possible to 
produce six months requirements at 
one time and then not produce that 
item again for the next six months. 
If' a cumulative block cost was not 
used, such an item .. would appear in 
the 11Block Coatu ohly once every 
six months. 
3. This concept of ecqnomic lots 
resulted in another expedient. 
Since the nBlock Costu system 
utilizes standards in the deter-
mination of' material.costs, as will 
be discussed later, and since not 
all missile materials.may be pro-
cured in a given period due to the 
purchase of economic lots, any 
resulting variance should_be measured 
against only the items .actually pro-
cured in that period. However, in 
order to expedite the determination 
of a uBlock Costn the Navy agreed to 
accept the application. of any periodts 
material variances against the com-
plete missile materials reflected in 
the respective nBlock Ooatu. 
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With the aforementioned expediencies. in mind, the 
method of actually accumulating and determining specific 
nBlock Costs" can now be considered. 
3. Direct Labor Costs 
The Direct Labor costs to.be accumulated by blocks 
consist of Direct Labor (labor allocated to parts) and Direct 
Labor - Variable (labor not allocated to parts.). 
The cost of' Direct Labor - Variable is merely accum-
ulated as such from the Job Cards and Engineer's and Drafts-
man's Reports over the per.iod .of a block •.. Engineering Direct 
Labor- Variable is accumulated sep~rate .from.the rest since 
such labor is separately stated on.the.contract and must be 
shown as such on the nBlock Costu statement .. (see Exhibit 6). 
The cost of. Direct ·Labor :··Variable, excluding 
Engineering, is then related to the: cost of Direct Labor f'or 
the same block to arrive at a factor which is applied to the 
Direct Labor cost on the ttBlock Cofhu. statement (see Exhibit 
6).. Also, the cost of Engineering. Direct Labor.- Variable 
is rela.ted to the total of the .Direct Lab.or. and .other Direct 
·Labor - Variable on the nBlock Cost}' state.me~t. These 
factors are used s.in~e there is no detail.ed. explanation of 
Direct Labor -Variable presented :tn the uBlock Costu 
statement. 
A special Development Sub Order number is esta-
blished for each nAccounting Blockt~.. Each Development Sub· 
Order number is charged on the Job Cards with all .the Direct 
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Labor applied to the parts and assemblies within that parti-
cular block; with, of course~ the proper individual part or 
assembly number also being charged on .each Job Card. Thes·e 
labor charges are accumulated by Deve~opment. Sub Order num-
bers and part or assembly numbers. ·continued use is made of' 
such Development SubOrder number.s..in.months, following that 
in which t'j:ley are initiated, provided that.parts or assem-
blies under a Development Sub Order number remain to be 
completed. Therefore, it i.s comrnonin.any given calendar 
month to accumulate Direct Labor charges against many 
blocks and it i.s also possible to go longer than a month 
before completing a block o:f' missiles. 
A complete nBlock Costu can not be determined 
until there are __ no more charges to a particular Development 
Sub Order number. It is assumed that. the .. charges against a 
particular Development Sub Order number.are .complete when 
tb.ere is no activity .. o:f' that Development .Sub .Order number 
for the period of one month. However, the .labor cost o:f 
individual parts and assemblies within a particular block 
are computed once the activity for that part under the 
applicable Development.Sub Order number ceases for the 
period of one month (see Exhibit 6A). 
At the same time as these Direct .Labor ccsts are 
being gathered, so also are Material! Inspection Reports 
(Exhibit 7) which reflect the quant.ity of good finished 
parts or assemblies produced and accepted as a result o:f 
EXHIBIT 6 
PRODUCT COST OF SPARROW III MISSILE 
BASED ON COSTS INCURRED FROM CONTRACT INCEPTION THROUGH (DATE) 
Prime Material (per Exhibit 6A) · · 
Deduct: Material price variance (%) 
Adjusted prime material 
Add:- Provision f'or scrap and obsolescence (%) 
Total prime material 
Add: Costof' eng.ineering material C%) 
Total material cost 
Material overhead (%} 
Other Direct Charges 
P·rime labor allocated. to. parts (per Exhibit 6A) 
Prime labor not alloc.ated t.o parts; f'actored at.(%} 
Total manufacturing labor 
Engineering labor at (%) 
Total direct labor 
Labor scrap factor (%) 
Adjusted total direct.· labor 
Labor Overhead@(%) 
Total labor overhead 
Total Product Cost 
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PART NO. KIT NO. 
TOTAL 
EXHIBIT 6A 
PRIME COST OF MAJOR MISSILE SECTIONS 
PRIME PRIME TOTAL 
DESCRIPTION QTY. LABOR MATERIAL PRIME COST 
this labor. Once the charges are complete, the unit Direct 
Labor cost for a particular part or'assembly. is determined 
by dividing the total labor applied :to that part or assembly 
by the total good items produced.and.accepted. The method 
discussed is also used for determining Dire.et Labor costs 
for a cumulati-ve nBlock Costn except that cumulative figures 
are used. 
4. Direct Material Costs 
The method used to. accumulate Direct Material Costs 
by blocks is adapted from the Standard.Cost_System which will 
be discussed in the next chapter. 
The S.tandard Cost System establishes standards for 
every material$ part and assembly .contained in a;Sparrow III 
Missile. It also establishes. a material.variance percentage 
for a complete missile each month and. f.or the period o:f a 
block should it be longer than a month. 
The total missile material coat for.a given block 
consists of the standar.d material c.ost. for a complete missile 
plus the material variance. cost which" is .. deriv.ed .. by multiply-
ing the material variance percentage by .the standa.rd material 
cost for a complete missile. 
To determine the material cost for a: particular 
part or assembly, all that is require.d is .to. multiply the 
material variance percentage by the standard.material cost 
for that particular part or assembly and to add .the results 
t.o the standard material cost. It :.should be mentioned again 
that in some cases the materials, parts and. assemblies 
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purchased within the period of' a block may not include all of 
those that are required for a complete missile, and in other 
cases individual items may exceed or be less than the quan-
tity required for a block. ·Therefore, the resulting vari-
ances would not truly represent a block, and the missile 
variance percentage deriv~d therefrom would not be a true 
one. It would merely be a statistical means of accounting 
for all costs incurred during the period of a block • 
. The substantiation for this approach is that since 
the individual "Block Costs" are averaged in~o the cumulative 
nBlock Cost 11 it is only right that the. complete variances be 
immediately absorbed in order to properly reflect a true 
cumulative coat. 
Iri. addition to the Direct Material which becomes 
part of the Sparrow III Missile, consideration must also be 
given to Engineering Material. 
Engineering Material is, it will be remembered, 
that Direct Material required by Engineering in conjunction 
with its efforts to improve the design or producibility of 
the Sparrow III Missile. It is called out as a separate 
item in the contract and must be accumulate.d as such. This 
accumulation consists merely of recording and totaling the 
\: 
actual "expenditures for this type of material during the 
period of a block. 
5. Scrap Costs 
Labor and material costs of Scrap are included in 
ttBlock Costau at standard price~. Only a cursory considera-
tion will be given to Scrap Costs since they will be more 
fully explained.in the next chapter• 
The Standard Cost Clerk computes the standard Direct 
Labor and Direct Material costs i'or'items scrapped during the 
period of' a particular block. He then applies the Direct 
Labor -Variance percentage i'or that period.to the standard 
·cost of' Direct Labor to arrive at a.dollar variance. He adds 
this to the standard cost of' Direct Labor to arrive at the 
total Direct Labor cost of' the items scrapped. 
The total cost of' the items. scrapped is composed of' 
the standard Direct Material cost. and the standard Direct 
Labor cost plus theDirect Labor- Variance. These costs 
have already been included in .the 11Block Cost 11 through the 
means of' the Source Doc.ument s by which the . material was 
received and th'e labor was applied.· Therefore, the standard 
Direct Material Scrap Cost is deducted from .the accumulated 
block material cost for that particular part and the Direct 
Labor Scrap Cost is deducted from the accumulated block labor 
cost. This is done in order that these costs can be separ-
ately deducted as scrap labor and scrap material on the 
ttBlock Costn statement (see Exhibit 6). 
The total standard Direct: Material. Sc.rap Cost for a 
block is related to the standard Direct Material cost for 
that block of missiles to arrive at the material scrap factor 
utili.zed on the ttBlock Cost" statement. Cumulative costs are 
uti.lized when computing the cumulative 11 Block Cost't. 
The total Direct Labor Scrap Cost for a particular 
block is related to the total Direct Labor cost for that 
block i.n order to arrive at the laborscrap factor utili.zed 
on the 11Block Costu statement •. _Cumulative costs are utiliz:ed 
when computing the. cumulative rtBlock Costn. 
6. · Overhead Costs. 
Direct Material and Labor Overhead costs are accum-
ulated as.Source Documents are received during the period of 
a block. At the end of this. period, these costs. are related 
to the total Direct Material and the adjusted total Direct 
Labor costa, respectively, for that block in order to arrive 
at the factors utilized on the uBlock Costn statement (see 
Exhibit 6). 
The factors used in a cumuiative. nBlock Cost" are 
derived in the same manner as indica.ted above, except that 
cumulative costs are involved. 
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VII. STANDARD COST SYSTEM ~~ 
Just prio:r to the initiation of' the t1Block Cost 11 
system, an ef'f'ort was begun to establish the beginning of 
a Standard Cost System. This was done in recognition of 
the fact that the missile design was approaching a fairly 
stable condition andmeasures to control missile costa were 
desireable. 
Since the "Block Costn system was demanded by the 
Government (United States Navy), .ef'f'orts were made to have 
this cost derived from the Standard Cost System. Negotiations 
resulted in only the Direct Material portion of the Standard 
Cost System being allowed. It was decided that the Direct 
Material costs were stable enough to warrant the use of the 
Standard Cost System for these materials. However, since 
the Direct Labor had shown no signs. of' becoming stable and 
since the primary interest was to accumulate costs approach-
ing actual, it was decided that the Standard Cost System for 
Direct Labor was not adequate t'or. 11Block Costn purposes. 
Nevertheless, the Raytheon.Manu.f'acturing Company 
decided to continue the use of the Standard Cost System in 
addition to the uBlock Costn system. Application of the 
Standard Cost System for Direct Material was then made to the 
ttBlock Cost 11 system as discussed in the preceding chapter. 
* 7 
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1. Cost Control 
Since the Standard Coat System is only in its 
infancy, no use is made of the more advanced technique o:f 
analysis of variances with resp.ect to. price and usage. 
The only control measure presently. used consists 
of a Direct Labor Efficiency Report .which covers'only labor 
applied to parts and which is issued monthly. A Direct 
Material variance percentage is also. computed monthly but 
is not presently being used as. a cor1;trol measure. 
This Labor Efficiency Report includes all the 
actual Direct Labor costs applied to parts in a given month 
and the corresponding standard Direct. Labor costs for these 
parts. The ef.ficiency .factor resulting .from.the.relating o:f 
actual to standard costs is also.· containe?-. in .the report. 
These costs and .factors .are included. on.the report by depart-
menta and sections of departments in which .. they were actually 
incurred .. 
The intent of this report is .two-fold. First, it 
serves as a tool for the supervisors of' .the vario.us sections, 
in that it does shown that the section operated at a higher, 
lower or the same efficiency level as the previous month or 
months. It is not an ideal tool since it does not tell the 
supervisor where within the section any increase or decrease 
of labor efficiency resulted; this h~ must guess at if he has 
been unable to detect it. during the month. However, such an 
efficiency report is a step in the right direction. 
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Secondly, this Direct Labor Efficiency Report serves 
as a means of highlighting a general area· requiring reevalua-
tio~ of Direct Labor standards. Should an. efficiency factor 
be much greater or much less than one hundred percent, then 
this would indicate that the standards in that area are not 
realistic. As a result, the Time Study Engineer would be 
notified to reestablish these standards. 
2. Direct Labor Costs 
Process Sheets are those which indicate all the 
operations required to produce or assemble a finished part or 
assembly. Direct Labor standards: are established for each 
operation appearing on such a Proces.s Sheet. This is done 
!or all the Process Sheets required to produce a Sparrow III 
Missile. 
Although Direct Labor standards hav.e been set up by 
operation,. the actual Direct Labor costs. are not c.ompared with 
these operations. They are accumulated by month and compared 
with the total standard cost for all the good parts and assem-
blies actually completed in that"mohth. The.operation break.:. 
down is only being utilized, at present,. as a means of 
arriving at a standard cost for a complete part or assembly. 
These monthly actual and standard.costs are then used to 
complete the .aforementioned Labor Eff.ieienoyReport. 
Ma.terial Inspection Reports are utilized in the 
' Standard Cost System, just as they are in the ttBlock Coattt 
system, to arrive at the total number of finlshed parts and 
assemblies produced and accepted in a given month. From 
these the total standard cost for all iterng completed and 
accepted within that month can be determined. 
3. Direct Material Costs 
A standard Direct Material cost exists _for every 
material, part and assembly in the Sparrow III Missile. This 
was accomplished by setting up the most recent Purchase Order 
price in existence at the. time the standards. wer.e determined 
as the standard Direct Material cost for that particular item. 
As new materials, parts .or assemblies. are required, the Pur-
chase Order price for the first lot purchased becomes the 
Direct Material standard for that item. 
To date, no adjustment has been. made to any of' 
these standards. Any difference in price. is merely picked up 
as a variance. ·The reason for this stems from.the fact t~t 
the standard Direct Material. costs are primarily used as part 
of the l'Block Oost't system •.. This has, alre.ady. been discussed 
in detail. in the preceding chapter. Due to .. its being used in 
the uBlock Oostu system, the standard Direct Material cost 
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must be allowed to approximate actual cost as much as possible. 
Therefore no matter how close the standard cost was made to 
approach the actual. cost, the only thing that would be consid-
ered would be the standard cost plus the variance. Consequently, 
any effort expended at the present time in an attempt to perfect 
Direct Material standards would be wasted. 
It is hoped eventually to utilize the Direct Mater-
ial standards as such in the Standard Cost System. It is 
felt that the use of the present material standards helps to 
prepare for this since it acquaints personnel with the use of 
standards and serves as a tool with which.to educate personnel 
required to work with such standards. 
4. Overhead and Scrap Costs 
The Overhead and Scrap Coats are being used primar-
I 
ily in conjunction with the 11Block Costtt system and their 
application has been explained in the preceding chapter. 
No further consideration 1s necessary as far as 
Overhead costs are concerned since these are merely a histor-
ical compilation of costs. Scrap Costs are.somewhat different 
and consideration must be given.to the method in which such 
costs are accumulated. 
Since Scrap labor is computed at standard plus a 
Direct Labor - Variance and material costs of .scrap are com-
puted at standard cost, it must be. determined not only that 
something was scrapped but also at what point in the produc-
tion process it was scrapped. This. is necessary in order to 
assure that the standard costs applied.to the scrap are 
limited to the material actually applied.and.the operations 
aqtually performed. 
These two qualifications are satisfied through the 
use of a Scrap Order (see Exhibit 81). A Scrap Order is 
written for every part or l.ot of parts scrapped and it includes 
the part or assembly nwnber, quantity scrapped, and the last 
operation performed. From this information the scrap mater-
ial and labor cost can be computed. 
The scrap material cost for a part or lot of parts 
is determined by merely accmnulating the standard material 
cost tor each operation up through the last operation performed 
I 
·and multiplying the total by the quantities scrapped. The 
scrap labor. cost is determined by accumulating the standard 
labor cost for each operation up through the last operation 
·performed, adding the Direct Labor variance (Direct Labor 
variance percentage :mUltiplied b.y, the total standard labor), 
and. multiplying the total by the quantities scrapped. 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 
The consideration of Government Accounting was 
limited to the production under specific. Government contracts 
in order to give some indication of what was actually requir-
ed of a particular company. It was felt that such a con-
sistent presentation would provide a better understanding to 
the reader than if many.abstracts .f.romvarious companies 
were presented. 
Producing under Government contracts requires an 
understanding of the Cost Accounting terminology used, since 
·in many instances their definition may be somewhat different 
from that which is coll'Illlonly accepted.. The meaning of such 
terminology to the Raytheon Manufacturing Company in its 
production of the Spa:t'row III .Missil.e was presented in an 
attempt to provide a better understanding of such terms. 
Also, included in t hits pr:esent.ation was a consid-
eration of the inescapable idiosincra~ies and t.errns used in 
the contractor's accounting system. ·This :was done since it 
is felt that such things, though perhaps .different in type 
or degree, are nevertheless a reality in any company and 
must be contende<:'l with during .. any. production under a Govern-
ment contract as well as under any other type.of' contract. 
Certainly the requirements of the nBlock Cost" 
.. 
system are taxing upon the government contractor. The 
accumulation of detailed historical c.osts results in an 
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expensive and burdensome effort. The need for such detail 
can certainly be questioned since it would.seem that a good 
"Standard Cost11 system would adequately provide the required 
' ' 
inf'ormation and would substantia.lly reduce the ef'f'ort and 
records which are necessary under the UBlock Costn system. 
Whether the use of' the latt·er system in the Sparrow III 
Missile program is .indicative of .. things .. to .. come f'or other 
government.· contractors or whether the government can be 
convinced to accept a les.s expensive and detailed system is 
something that remains to be seen. 
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